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OTTO

Otto is a modular site furnishing element which can be used as
a tree guard, a large flower box or as a sandbox for children. Its
unique geometry generates a dialogue between inside and outside
and between container and content. Otto thus invites us to enter
and lie or sit on its perimeter.

Material

Designed and installed as sandboxes
for children in the landscaping of
the park over the roof structure and
integration of the railway station in
the city of Logroño.

Otto is made from reinforced concrete with an etched water-repellent
finish and is supplied in the standard chart colour.
Installation

It is self-standing and can be placed
Otto is made up of four sectors that on the paving or sand, and requires
no anchoring elements. The union
form an octagon inside a circumfeof the modules in one ring does not
rence with a diameter of 5 metres.
require the creation of a joint beOtto’s octagonal shape permits the
connection and unlimited repetition tween them.
of the modules. The connection between Ottos is made by joining their
common sides, with four options:
A-A, B-B, C-C or D-D.
Modular

Versatility

Otto combines a versatile use as
both a flower box and a large tree
guard that delimits public areas
and can also be used as a sandbox
for children.
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1. Planters

Otto
Dimensions

Ø500 x 37 cm

Weight

1-2 2500 kg/ud.

3-4 1152 kg/ud.

Fixing

Free-standing

BL. White

CA. CA Grey

1.1 General features
Material

Reinforced concrete

Finish

Etched and waterproofed

Colours

GR. Grey

SIDE

RA. Red

BG. Beige

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(P=2500 kg / 1152 kg)
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1.3 Geometry
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Warranty

5 years in concrete elements.
The names, trademarks and industrial models of the products have been logged in the corresponding registers.
The technical information provided by Escofet about its
products can be modified without prior notice.
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